UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
DENVER

COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

0205  SA+R Firm Visit
      1550 Wynkoop St #100
      5:30 pm

0210  Sean Canty
      Sean Canty Studio
      Harvard GSD

0220  Peter Pennoyer
      Peter Pennoyer Architects
      Institute For Classical Architecture

0226  Matt Kreilich
      Snow Kreilich Architects
      2018 AIA Firm Award

0302  Lesli Hoey
      University of Michigan
      Food Insecurity; Equity Planning’s
      Canary In The Coal Mine

0305  Toshiko Mori
      Toshiko Architects
      Harvard GSD

0306  Drawing
      IM/PROPER
      An all-day symposium on
      Architectural representation

0313  Johannes Van Tilburg
      Principal, VTBS Architects
      Lunchtime Lecture

0402  Kofi Boone
      NC State University
      Professor of Landscape Architecture

0403  Paul Andersen
      + Paul Preissner
      Curators 2020 US Pavilion, Venice Biennale
      University of Illinois Chicago

0406  Jonathan Louie
      + Nicole Macintosh
      Lecture and Exhibition Opening
      Swissness Applied

0408  Stantec Firm Visit
      1050 17th St a200
      5:30 pm

0409  Daniel Friedman
      Breaking Good:
      A Note on the Practice of Charles
      and Ray Eames

0413  Mark Johnson
      Principal, Civitas
      Shifting Ground: Local and Global
      Challenges to Practices

0415  EJ Meade
      + Ken Andrews
      Principals, Arch11
      Boulder, Colorado

0420  María Emilia Orendaín
      Principal Estudio TOGA
      Maria Luisa De Min Lecture Series